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Abstract: To mine enormous and fast speed streams of data are amongst the major challenges nowadays in machine learning.
The massive and huge chunks of data with changing velocity appears to require perspective change from conventional strategies
in machine learning approaches. In the course of most recent decades cardiac disease is most well-known reason for worldwide
deaths so early recognition can lessen the death rate. The amalgam of streaming big data and machine learning is advanced
innovation that can demonstrate achievement in medical fields particularly early heart disease sensing. So, to find more
affordable and powerful technology having both machine learning and big data streaming capabilities apache spark is the best
choice. Apache spark is a strong data processing engine that can be used effectively for streaming continuous data having
machine learning capabilities with its in_memory clustering and processing which is faster than Hadoop. This paper proposes
building of machine learning models on health care heart disease data analyzing them and choose one showing best
performance. The proposed work mainly aims on applying the chosen model on continuous streams of data when given certain
input attribute variables. The data-set is used for training the model against real time streams of data to predict the disease.so
having data of single patient or patients in predefined format the data can be sent into built system to predict presence of disease
in real time.
Keywords: Big data streaming, Spark, Heart disease, MLlib, Dataframes.
Abbreviations: MLlib, machine learning library; LR, Logistic Regression; RF, Random Forest; ML, machine learning; GBT,
Gradient Boosted trees; DT, Decision Tree;
I.
INTRODUCTION
As of now we have been seeing large progressions in the size of data that is routinely produced and gathered so our capacity to
analyze, store, process and mine these huge chunks of data is what is known to be big data science. The data is futile without a
legitimate information gathered from it. The second-generation data handling and processing tools like spark can be utilized to
process the large stable or streams of data and gather knowledge from it. Apache spark is a data processing system built to provide
faster and easier to use analytics than Hadoop map reduce. The heart is that fundamental organ of the human physical body which
assumes the primary role of blood circulation. In the off chance the heart will not work properly, genuine conditions of health like
death will result at that moment [1][2].Coronary illness and stroke are world’s biggest cause of death globally as per the World
Health Organization (WHO) [3]. This paper represents the implementation of prediction of health status using real-time streaming
data in the Spark framework using machine learning models. With the intention that person will send data attributes and can
conclude whether or not to follow clinical consideration. The algorithms separately used to build models are LR, DT, RF and GBT.
These algorithms are applied so as to choose which among the four shows high accuracy and takes less time concerning proposed
work with the goal that we can pick best one. The application is built on affordable local machine although it can be developed and
deployed on databricks and Amazon EC2 cloud. People in the modern world have exceptional worry for remaining strong and
healthy. The progressions in the field of health services not only determining illness or cure but in addition chance of anticipating
the possibility of attack its early detection is more valuable derived from already available healthcare datasets. In modern days
people detect and know about various health related issues and information about them which are captured through wearable sensor
devices and other equipment’s available with them such as blood pressure, heart rate, sugar level etc. This data can be used against
the trained model proposed in this work to get continuous monitoring of heart disease which will help them to take precautionary
steps to reduce possibility of disease and improve the vitality rate [4][5].The paper is additionally sorted out as Section 1 further
characterizes the inspiration of this work section 2 clarifies the literature regarding work done in this field. Section 3 characterizes
the portrayal of proposed work, dataset and approach, section 4 involves Result and Discussions, the paper finally concludes in
section V.
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A. Inspiration for Health Status Prediction System
People in the modern world have exceptional worry for remaining strong and healthy. The progressions in the field of health
services not only determining illness or cure but in addition chance of anticipating the possibility of attack its early detection is more
valuable derived from already available healthcare datasets. In modern days people detect and know about various health related
issues and information about them which are captured through wearable sensor devices and other equipment’s available with them
such as blood pressure, heart rate, sugar level etc. This data can be used against the trained model proposed in this work to get
continuous monitoring of heart disease which will help them to take precautionary steps to reduce possibility of disease and improve
the vitality rate.
II.
RELATED WORK
Immense analysis of data these days has been a significant issue for countless scientists, particularly in investigating health care
issues. Large Data mining including machine learning is used widely and numerous analysts have been utilizing sparks MLlib to
predict health status. In [2] a machine learning model using Random forest classifier is built using spark and Casandra which can
monitor and detect heart disease using streaming big data approach. In[4]Throughout this research, a flexible health monitoring
prediction framework was developed with open source data processing tool, Spark, validated and implemented on cloud, where
machine learning model is tested to streams of data. In [5]Spark with apache Casandra is utilized to predict breast cancer by
applying machine learning using decision trees on real data event. This approach focuses on incorporating the breast cancer
characteristics in the real-time classification model for patient care monitoring. Within this paper[6] , a machine learning approach
based on Spark is applied dealing with the issue of the seizure spotting using classification on EEG data streams. In[7]Parallel
Random forest classifier is presented for big data taking complementary hybrid approach to PRF Combining data parallel
optimisation with task parallel optimisation performed on Apache Spark. In [8]an experiment was performed on the application of
various data mining algorithms to predict and compare best predictive process the research results do not pose a dramatic difference
in the prediction when using various classification algorithms in data mining. In [9] Researchers use structured and unstructured
hospital data in this, and suggest a new algorithm for risk prediction (“CNN-MDRP”) which is based on the covolutionary neural
network. In[3] This uses Logistic Regression and SVM to detect lung cancer as the majority of deaths are caused by ignorance and
delay in disease spotting. Logistic regression is highly accurate compared with SVM. In [10]Researchers provided a real-time heart
disease predictive model which had been built using Apache Spark and Apache Kafka the built architecture contains three modules
offline model, pipeline for processing data streams and prediction of real time data. In [11] classification is done to fast-speed big
data streams using ‘nearest neighbor’ in spark environment. They have designed a solution called Ds_Rnge to address the problems
of huge scale data streams. In[12] gives SVM based feature enhancement to get the heart disease they proved that SVM classifier
performed well with ROC evaluation. In [13]the Architecture is designed to collect data store in S3 buckets of amazon then
prediction model is trained using dataset. Performance like accuracy precision is computed as well. [14] provided RDD based fault
tolerant interface for cluster apps to share data. RDDs can support wide variety of parallel requests and processes them in spark with
iterative computing and being fault-tolerant. In[15] The hybrid method is pursued to boost the efficiency of predicting
cardiovascular disease using ANN(artificial neural network) and the decision tree together. These hybridized decision trees were
seen to have demonstrated better than existing separate algorithms of machine learning. In[16] it is seen by assessing the logical
qualities, the technique of J48 tree has end up being the better model for expectation of coronary illness as it contains more accuracy
and less all out ideal opportunity to develop.
III.
DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED WORK
The primary objectives of this research are analyzing the already available data-set of health care heart disease and to build machine
learning models using various classifiers to predict the heart disease of new users whose streaming data is passed through this built
model. The structure or architecture of this research work is described in Figure 1. In the proposed framework heart disease related
text data is prepared in predefined manner, collected through net-cat server through TCP connection. The input Dstreams are
processed through spark streaming which transforms these Dstreams to ML pipeline and are passed through machine learning
Model built and trained using historical heart disease dataset. The Model analyses the input streaming data perform prediction which
is stored as data frame and showed as output.
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Figure 1 Architecture of prediction system using MLlib
A. Dataset
In our study "Healthcare data-set” "Cleveland.csv" related to heart disease which is available from machine learning UCI
Repository is examined and used. For each record the data includes 303 records and 14 signs or attribute names. Dataset description
is in the table I above. The field "target" indicates the patient's presence or existence of heart disease. It is indexed in integer from 0
(no presence) to 4(presence). Studies with the Cleveland database focused on simply trying to distinguish between the existence
(values 1,2,3,4) and lack (value 0). The data-set is just used for training the model and can be replaced by any other dataset. With
slight changes it can predict other disease as well. This sample data is chosen in the work as it comes from a legitimate source and is
freely available online. it has been used in many past researches on big data science and machine learning. The target field is
normalized and restricted to values 1 and 0. One of the principal benefits of this dataset is that it contains no categorical values so
dataframe operations and preparing data for building ML model becomes easier. The data-set is small for training purpose and with
time availability of huge datasets can prove better in terms of performance and prediction. The original data-set comprises of 76
features, and yet all documented experimental studies particularly use subset of 14 of them. In specific, the Cleveland data-set is the
only one which is used by ML researches till date.
Table I Attribute names and description of heart disease dataset
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B. Methodology
In the structural health observing coronary illness prescient examination is led using Apache Spark's MLlib. Different classification
strategies are utilized to assemble model and parameters like accuracy is figured. The classifiers utilized in this investigation are
‘LR’, RF, DT and GBT. However, the main focus of the study remained the streaming data the built model is trained with existing
heart disease database then live streams are tested against the built model. The data streams need to be sent in predefined format as
per the data-set used for training the model. The structure of the work flow is shown in the fig 3.
C. Machine learning Models
The first criteria to create a heart disease tracking system is developing an (ML) model that actually predicts the disease when
certain attributes are given in predefined format. We had various options to choose the classification algorithms for developing a
model. Sparks MLlib endorses all classifiers which can handle large sets of data as well. With regard to offline model, four
classifiers have been tested to construct model in order to pick the best one for our final monitoring system. The four classifiers used
are Logistic Regression, Decision Tree, Random Forest and Gradient Boosted Trees (GBT). The accuracy and other parameters
were calculated while the heart disease data-set was split in 70% and 30% in training and testing data. The algorithm uses different
arguments like for LR maxIter, regParam, for GBT maxIter and for DTC, RF maxDepth, maxBins and numtrees. The resulting
accuracy and other parameters like specificity and sensitivity for these algorithms while using the defined parameters are shown in
table 2.
Table II performance values of the classifiers
Algorithm
Specificity
Sensitivity
Accuracy
LR MaxIter=10
82
94
89
DT MaxDepth=3 maxBins=10
87
80
83
RF maxDepth 4 maxBins = 64
79.48
94
87.64
numtrees=20
GBT MaxIter=10
79.4
90
85.3
As seen in table 2 above that the highest accuracy and sensitivity is achieved by logistic regression and then random forests, GBT
and decision trees. So, for the live streaming data, training model is built using Logistic regression for the final health care
monitoring system. Generally, Sensitivity depicts how good the procedure predicts one category and Specificity depicts how good
the procedure predicts the another. Whereas Accuracy would calculate how well each category are predicted by the study. Accuracy,
sensitivity, specificity is computed using equations 1 ,2 and 3.
=

TP + TN
TP + TN + FP + FN

(1)

=
(2)
(3)
TN
TN + FP
The confusion matrix describes a classification model's performance; it contains details regarding observed and forecast
classifications conducted by a classification algorithm. Fig 2 defines confusion matrix in which TN represents true negative, TP true
positive, FP false positive and FN false negative.
=

Figure 1 Depiction of confusion matrix
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True positive (TP): We expected yes (they have the disease) in these and the disease is real. True negatives (TN): We were
expecting no, and they do not have any illness. False positives (FP): Yes expected, yet they don't actually have the illness. (And is
said to be "Type I error") False negative (FN): We were expecting no, but the disease still resides. (Also said to be "Type II Error").

Figure 3 Workflow of the study and overview
IV.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The Confusion matrices acquired from all the classifiers can be seen in table III, and the accuracy comparison graph is shown in fig
5. As shown in the graph highest accuracy in the offline model where data-set is randomly divided into 70:30 ratio with the
parameters shown in Table II taking into consideration all attributes, the LR and RF Classifier shows high accuracy of 89 and 87.
i.e. LR proved better than RF also when taking streaming data into consideration.

LR
32

Table III confusion matrices of four Algorithms
DT
RFC
GBT
7
34
5
31
8
31

8

3

47

45

10

40

3

47

5

Thus, Final model is constructed using LR Classifier and is chosen for health monitoring system. The LR ROC (Receiver operating
characteristic curve) is shown in fig 4. Data input stream sent for prediction analysis is done by the use of TCP message via Net-cat
server. In this analysis, a message in predefined format is sent to the model through specific port, it receives a message and
implements several transformations and then applies Logistic Regression to show the predicted values.

Figure 4 ROC curve of LR
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Our work builds on a framework that uses distributed machine learning for stream data in real time. Spark has the ability to use
various technologies together, such as Spark core, Spark SQL, MLlib, and Spark streaming. This research is conducted on virtual
box with Ubuntu operating system and with sparks python API called pyspark. Results of some of the ingested data streams in
predefined format are shown in table IV. Analysis of real time data streams is performed by the proposed model. However, the dataset used for training model in this work is small and with available large datasets of heart disease, model can be trained more well
with high accuracy. The dataset used in this work can be changed by other disease datasets and can predict the same for that
particular disease. The data streams are ingested from Netcat server in the proposed system but with slight change data can be sent
to it from other social sites like twitter.

Accuracy
90
89
88
87
86
85
84
83
82
81
80
LR

DT

RF

GBT

Figure 5 Graph of accuracy Obtained by used Algorithms
Table IV Results of some of data streams for heart disease prediction
Stream Text (“Age_Sex_Cp_testbps_chol_fbs restecg_thalach_exang oldpeak_slope_ca_thal”)
“Where ‘_’ represents space”
TWEET_APP 63 1 3 145 233 1 0 150 0 2.3 0 0 1
TWEET_APP 37 1 2 130 250 0 1 187 0 3.5 0 0 2
TWEET_APP 70 1 1 145 233 1 0 150 0 2.3 0 0 1
TWEET_APP 41 0 1 130 204 0 0 172 0 1.4 2 0 2
TWEET_APP 56 1 1 120 236 0 1 178 0 0.8 2 0 2
TWEET_APP 66 1 1 120 236 0 1 178 0 0.8 2 0 2
TWEET_APP 60 0 2 135 210 1 1 171 0 0.9 2 0 1
TWEET_APP 29 0 3 160 285 1 1 187 0 1.3 1 0 1
TWEET_APP 57 1 1 167 281 1 0 182 0 1.5 1 1 1

Predicted value
0
0
1
1
1
1
0
0
1

We have compared this work with [Nair et.al (2018)][4] and [Ed-daoudy et al. (2019)][2] as both these researches have worked with
same dataset with aim to build prediction system. When analysing [Nair et.al (2018)] they have used decision tree classifier with
different values for parameters maxDepth and maxBins computed generalization error at different instances and finally used
decision tree with parameter maxDepth 6 and maxBins 100 for final prediction system as it shows least generalization error.
However, we tried four algorithms with their respective parameters and we got maximum accuracy when using LR i.e. 89%. Which
is 6% higher than [Nair et.al (2018)][4].
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On the other hand, when analysing and comparing [Ed-daoudy et al. (2019)][2] they have used Random forest classifier for final
prediction system and have computed all the three parameters as we have computed. The values for the parameters they got using
RF are accuracy 87.50%, Specificity 88.37%, sensitivity 86.66%. When we tried RF, we got the same accuracy as that of their
model. But we have selected LR for our prediction system as it proves better in terms of accuracy, specificity and sensitivity as well
we got 2% more accuracy and 8.5% more sensitivity than their study.
V.
CONCLUSION
Healthcare data rises at an unprecedented pace in different and from unreliable sources from time to time. Heart disease has become
one of the major illnesses in the world from which people die. So, a system must be built that will detect this disease earlier.
Machine learning with the spark’s Big Data engine can manage massive quantities of data and apply machine learning to the same.
The distinction between this study and other research is that they have used platforms such as Kafka Casandra flume etc. with spark.
whereas our entire system uses spark only so that fewer technology and cost-effective approach is followed.
VI.
FUTURE SCOPE
With increasing the number of the diseases at an unprecedented pace, the main emphasis is on early detection and real-time response
with the first preference. So, we can think of many things which need high attention specially in healthcare to work in future and
with available ML and AI based techniques a complete healthcare monitoring application is needed which can predict various
diseases based on input attributes given by individual which are known to him. with little modification the built application can
predict other diseases as well. As a future scope web application can be built which can collect information and ingest those data
attributes into spark model and predict disease and finally gives output on dashboard.
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